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In this supplementary information, we provide additional details on certain aspects of the study 

reported in the manuscript. The following issues are discussed: 

1. Normal Force Dependence in the High Friction State 

2. Reproducibility of the Measurements of Anisotropic Friction 

3. Experimental Error Sources 

4. Surface Characterization 

5. Characterization of the AFM Tip and Pressure as well as Relative Slip Estimation 

6. Frictional-Stress Anisotropy for the Homogeneous Graphene Interface 

7. Effects of Thermal Fluctuations on the Simulation Results 

8. Effects of Substrate Thickness 

9. Description of the moiré Superstructure 

10. Convergence of the Simulation Results with respect to Super-cell Size 

11. Comparison of the Graphene/h-BN Interlayer Potential and the Modified Kolmogorov-Crespi 

Potential 

12. Parameters used to construct the various heterogeneous and homogeneous commensurate super-

cells discussed in the main text 
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1. Normal Force Dependence in the High Friction State 

In Fig. 4a of the main text we presented the dependence of the measured frictional-stress on the 

applied normal load at a misaligned interfacial orientation. For completeness, we present in Fig. S1 a 

similar dependence for the aligned interface demonstrating that even in the higher-friction 

configuration the frictional-stress of the heterogeneous junction is nearly independent of the applied 

load up to 100 N. The corresponding friction coefficient at the aligned configuration is estimated to 

be smaller than 5.9 10 . 

 

Figure S1: Load dependence of the frictional-stress between untreated aligned monocrystalline graphite and h-BN 

surfaces at sliding velocity of 600 nm/s and under ambient conditions (temperature of 28.5±0.5 oC and relative humidity 

of 53.6±1%). 

 

2. Reproducibility of the Measurements of Anisotropic Friction 

To verify the reproducibility of the measured frictional-stress anisotropy between graphite and h-

BN presented in the main text, we repeated our measurements with another sample scanning an 

angular range of ~120°. As shown in Fig. S2, the angular dependence of the measured friction stress 

of the second sample exhibits two peaks of height ~0.12 MPa separated by ~60°, in agreement with 
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the results presented in Fig. 2 of the main text. We further compare in panels (b) and (c) of Fig. S2, 

respectively, the lateral shear-stress loop measured for the aligned contact (red circle in Fig. S2a) to 

that of a misaligned contact (blue circle in Fig. S2a). Clearly, the frictional stress, evaluated as the 

average shear-stress measured over several such 2 m loops, is higher for the aligned contact. 

 
Figure S2: Demonstration of the reproducibility of the anisotropic friction measured between graphite and h-BN. (a) 

Dependence of the measured frictional-stress on the relative orientation between the second sample of monocrystalline 

graphene and h-BN surfaces under ambient condition. Lateral shear-stress loops corresponding to the aligned contact (see 

red circle in panel (a)) and a misaligned contact (see blue circle in panel (a)) are presented in panels (b) and (c), 

respectively. Here, forward traces are marked in black and backward traces are marked in red. 

 

3. Experimental Error Sources 

In our experiments, there are four measured quantities including: (i) the interlayer rotation angle; 

(ii) the sliding velocity; (iii) the applied normal force; and (iv) the lateral force.  

The rotation angle is controlled by driving the graphite flake using an AFM tip. Its value is 

measured visually based on images taken under an optical microscope. For each image, we performed 

multiple measurements (e.g. 5 times) and estimated the error from the variation of the results. The 

resulting error was found to be ~0.5°, which is too small to be resolved in Fig. 2 of the main text. 

The sliding velocity is controlled by driving the AFM stage using a piezoelectric ceramic 

transducer (PZT) with close-loop feedback at a given value. The precision of the displacement 

induced by the PZT is 0.4 nm, with a typical scanning duration ~0.2 sec, the corresponding estimated 

error in the reported velocity is 2 nm/s, which is about 3% of the lowest sliding velocity (60 nm/s) 

considered. By measuring the displacement as a function of time, one can further provide an 

independent estimation of the error (see Fig. S3). For example, after setting the desired velocity to be 
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60 nm/s, we measured the displacement of the stage as a function of time as shown below, a linear 

fitting shows that the velocity measured is 60.32±0.03 nm/s. This constitutes an error of 0.5% with 

respect to the set velocity. 

 

Figure S3: Displacement of the AFM stage as a function of time measured experimentally. The solid line represents the 

linear fitting. 

 

The normal force is applied using the AFM cantilever, for which the largest source of error would 

be the calibration step. With a given optical detector signal 𝐼 , the normal force 𝐹  is given by 

 𝐹 𝑘 𝑆 𝐼 , (S1) 

where 𝑆  is the optical lever sensitivity and 𝑘  is the normal spring constant. The lever sensitivity is 

measured by performing a standard force curve measurement,1 where the AFM tip approaches the 

SiO2 surface until a certain deflection of the cantilever is reached and then retracts. During such 

process, the displacement of the AFM stage along the z direction 𝑢   and the photodiode detector 

current representing vertical deflection 𝐼  are recorded. The slope of 𝑢  as a function of 𝐼  gives 

𝑆 . By performing the force curve measurements for 6 times, the standard deviation of 𝑆  in our 

experiments, Δ𝑆  , is estimated to give 〈Δ𝑆 /𝑆 〉 0.005 . By recording the 𝐼   signals with the 

cantilever being in its free state for 4 times, the standard deviation of 𝐼  in our experiments Δ𝐼  is 

estimated to give 〈Δ𝐼 /𝐼 〉 0.0093. 

The normal spring constant 𝑘  is calibrated by the Sader method.2 We notice that this method is 

strictly valid only for rectangular cantilevers,1 which is different from the shape of the cantilever we 

used (NT-MDT VIT-P). To verify the validity of the method in our case, we used the reference 

cantilever method3, 4 as a cross check. For the cantilever used in experiments, the error 𝜀  is defined 

as5 
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 𝜀 , (S2) 

where 𝑘  is 43.91 N/m estimated from Sader method, 𝑘  is 35.99 N/m estimated from 

reference cantilever method leading to a value of 𝜀 9.9% for the estimated spring constant error. 

The evaluation of the overall error in the normal force as a function of its individual constituent 

contributions is discussed below along that of the lateral force. 

Similar to the normal load, the largest source of error for the lateral force, applied using the AFM 

tip, is also the calibration step. The lateral force 𝐹  is given by 

 𝐹 𝛼 𝐼 , (S3) 

where 𝛼 𝑘 𝑆 , 𝑘  being the lateral spring constant, 𝑆  is the lateral optical lever sensitivity, and 

𝐼  is the photodiode detector current representing lateral deflection. We used the wedge method6, 7 to 

obtain α. This method is widely used as an experimental reference technique.8 We also used the 

diamagnetic lateral force calibration method9 to estimate the error, for cross checking. 

The error for 𝛼 is given by 

 𝜀  (S4) 

With 𝛼  being 34.26 N/nA estimated from the wedge method, α  being 25.68 N/nA 

estimated using diamagnetic lateral force calibration method. The resulting estimated error in 𝛼 is 

𝜀 14.3%. By recording the 𝐼  signals with cantilever in its free state for 6 times, the standard 

deviation of 𝐼  in our experiments ∆𝐼  is estimated to give 〈Δ𝐼 /𝐼 〉 0.197. 

To estimate the overall error in the reported normal and lateral forces we assume that the errors of 

their different constituents, appearing in Eqs. (S1) and (S3), are small, uncorrelated and without 

systematic offset. Under these conditions, the estimated variance of a general function of several 

parameters  𝑓 𝑥 , … , 𝑥  is given by: 

 𝜎 ∑ 𝜎  (S5) 

where 𝜎   and 𝜎   are the standard deviations of 𝑥   and 𝑓 , respectively. Applying the general 

expression of Eq.  (S5) to the normal and lateral forces given by Eqs. (S1) and (S3) yields: 

 9.96% (S6) 

and 

 24.34%. (S7) 
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The measurement errors estimated above match well the standard deviation of the frictional-stress 

obtained from 16 independent frictional measurements that set the error bars appearing in the 

experimental diagrams of the main text. 

 

4. Surface Characterization 

In the Methods section we describe several procedures we used to evaluate the quality of the 

sliding surfaces. The figures presented below relate to that section. 

 

 

Figure S4: AFM characterization of the h-BN substrate surface roughness and mono-crystallinity. (a) AFM height image 

of the smooth h-BN substrate region used in the friction measurements. The nine 10 10 nm2 spots used to verify the 
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surface mono-crystallinity are marked by light-blue squares; (b) h-BN surface roughness profile measured along a specific 

scan-line marked by the solid red line in panel (a); (c; i-ix) Atomically resolved AFM images of the nine spots shown in 

panel (a). The identical crystal orientation of all spots strongly indicates the mono-crystallinity of the smooth substrate 

region used in the friction measurements. All scale bars correspond to a length of 2 nm. The imposed wavy pattern is 

caused by the scanning noise of the AFM apparatus. 

 

Figure S5: AFM images of a cleaved upper graphitic mesa surface. (a) A schematic representation of the cleaved mesa 

and the sheared flake that is later transferred atop the h-BN surface. The top surface of the cleaved mesa and the contacting 

surface of the flake are marked in red and yellow, respectively; (b) AFM height image of the upper surface of the cleaved 
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graphitic mesa. The nine 10 10 nm2 spots used to verify the surface mono-crystallinity are marked by blue squares; (c) 

Graphite surface roughness profile measured along a specific scan-line marked by solid red line in panel (b); (d, i-ix) 

Atomically resolved AFM images of the nine spots shown in panel (b). The identical crystal orientation of all spots 

strongly indicates the mono-crystallinity of the graphitic surface used in the friction measurements. All scale bars 

correspond to a length of 2 nm. The imposed wavy pattern is caused by the scanning noise of the AFM apparatus. 

 

Figure S6: Raman spectra collected over the 9 selected spots across the surface of the cleaved graphitic mesa shown in 

Fig. S5b. The absence of the characteristic D-peak at 1,350 cm-1 in all the measured spectra indicates the high degree of 

surface crystallinity. 

 

 

Figure S7: ID/IG Raman image of the top surface of the cleaved graphite mesa. ID and IG are the intensities of the D and 

G peaks, respectively.10 The spacing of the square array was set to 0.25 μm to ensure overlap between adjacent laser spots. 

The overall scan area was ~16 μm2. The region with low ID/IG (blue color region in the center) indicates a nearly defect 

free surface.11 
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Figure S8a is an enlarged version of the height profile image Fig. S5b above showing a possible step in the cleaved 

graphitic surface. To evaluate the nature of this apparent step we analyzed the in situ friction force measured across it 

(Fig. S8b) showing no enhancement of friction. This indicates that the step is an internal (buried) step as illustrated in Fig. 

S8c12. This is also supported by the ID/IG Raman image (Fig. S7) showing a nearly defect free surface. From Figs. S5b 

and S5c, we can estimate the slope induced by this internal step to be merely 0.2°, indicating a nearly flat surface thus 

further supporting the uniform friction map. 

 

Figure S8: (a) AFM height image of the upper surface of the cleaved graphitic mesa. (b) AFM friction force map measured 

between the AFM tip and the upper surface of the cleaved graphitic mesa. (c) Schematic diagram of an internal graphitic 

step. 
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5. Characterization of the AFM Tip and Pressure as well as Relative Slip Estimation 

As described in the Methods section, to enable a relatively large contact area between the tip 

(whose original radius was ~10 nm) and the SiO2 cap of the graphite mesa, prior to the friction 

measurements a relatively large normal force of ~100 μN was intentionally applied to induce a plastic 

deformation of the tip. The scanning electron microscope image of the deformed tip is shown in Fig. 

S9a, clearly demonstrating the flattening of the tip and increase of its contact radius to ~0.5 μm. 

Compared to the 3 3 μm2 surface area of the graphite slider this suggests that some pressure gradient 

may still develop across the frictional interface. Nevertheless, one should consider the multi-layer 

nature of the slider and the silicon oxide cap that comes in contact with the tip. These may serve as 

buffer layers that spread the load more evenly across the interface. 

To get an approximate estimation of the normal load distribution induced by the flattened tip at the 

graphite/h-BN interface we adopted the continuum elastic theory model for a transversely isotropic 

semi-infinite medium presented in Ref.13. Considering a normal force applied uniformly across an 

area of (tip) radius, 𝑅 0.5𝜇𝑚, at the surface of a semi-infinite graphite substrate, we computed the 

normal stress distribution 𝜎 𝑥, 𝑦  at a depth of 1.2 𝜇𝑚 below the surface, which corresponds to the 

thickness of the experimental SiO  capped graphite flake (including the SiO  buffer layer itself). In 

the calculations the following values of the elastic constants of graphite, C11=958.17, C12=346.90, 

C13=-1.30, C33=35.46, C44=2.73, C66=306.89 GPa, have been used. These were obtained from a 

quadratic fit of the energy versus strain curves of a bulk graphite model simulated adopting the REBO 

intra-layer potential, and the Kolmogorov-Krespi inter-layer potential14, 15Since the elastic properties 

of bulk h-BN are similar to those of graphite, our approximation that considers a homogeneous 

graphitic block is expected to be a sufficiently good representation of the heterojunction as well. The 

calculated relative deviations of the normal stress from its average value computed across a contact 

area of 3 3 𝜇𝑚   that corresponds to the size of the experimentally measured graphite flake are 

presented in Fig. S9b. We found a maximal 6-fold deviation of the normal stress from its average 

value, suggesting that the experimental SiO  capped graphite slider effectively spreads the applied 

normal load more evenly across the contact area. 

Importantly, our experiments demonstrate that the frictional stress is basically unaffected by two 

order of magnitudes variations in the applied normal load. This further suggests that the non-uniform 

load distribution induced by the finite size of the tip should have a negligible effect on the friction. 
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Furthermore, keeping in mind the strong van der Waals adhesion between the atomically flat graphite 

and h-BN surfaces, it is reasonable to assume full contact between the surfaces. 

 

Figure S9: (a) SEM image of the AFM tip after the induced plastic deformation. (b) Estimation of the normal load 

distribution at the graphite/h-BN interface. 

 

In order to verify that there is no slip between the tip and the SiO2 cap, we measured the friction between the AFM tip 

(VIT-P tip, NT-MDT, Russia) and a SiO2 surface, which was processed following the same procedure used for preparing 

the SiO2 cap on the graphitic flakes. Figure S10a below shows a typical friction loop measured with a normal load of 

~19.7 μN and a sliding speed of 200 nm/s under ambient condition. The friction loop includes four stages. For the forward 

trace the AFM tip initially twists (see Fig. S10b,c) without relative translational displacement with respect to the SiO2 

surface (stage (i) in Fig. S10a). When the lateral force exceeds a critical value (~10000 nN), corresponding to the static 

friction force, the tip starts sliding atop the SiO2 surface (stage (ii) in Fig. S10a). Similar stages occur for the backward 

trace (stages (iii) and (iv)). Compared with the friction between graphite and h-BN under the same condition, the static 

friction between tip and SiO2 is 7 times larger. Therefore, there is no slip between tip and SiO2. In order to further eliminate 

the effect of tip twisting on the measured friction we have considered measurement results obtained only during the 

steady-state motion corresponding to stages (ii) and (iv) in Fig. S10a. 
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 Figure S10: (a) Friction loop measured between the AFM tip and a SiO2 surface. (b) and (c) provide illustration of the 

AFM tip sliding on the SiO2 surface during stages ii, iv and i, iii, respectively. The measured friction outside of the vertical 

dashed lines in panel (a) is ignored4. 

 

6. Frictional-Stress Anisotropy for the Homogeneous Graphene Interface 

In Fig. 3b of the main text we presented the instantaneous shear-stress calculated for the aligned 

homogeneous graphitic contact (black line). To demonstrate the large orientational anisotropy of the 

frictional-stress in this case we compare it (Fig. S11a) to the shear-stress obtained for the 30o rotated 

counterpart (Fig S11b). While the aligned homogeneous contact exhibits strong stick-slip motion, the 

misaligned junction reaches smooth sliding after ~1 ns with minor fluctuations of ~0.05% around the 

average value, for the chosen simulation parameters. Figure S11c reports the calculated time-averaged 

frictional-stress as a function of the orientational misfit angle, θ. A small misalignment of only ~1o 

away from θ=0o already results in a decrease of two orders of magnitude in the kinetic frictional-

stress. The overall anisotropy factor between the aligned and 30o rotated junctions is ~600, as reported 

in the main text. 
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Figure S11: Simulated shear-stress traces in the (a) aligned (θ=0o) and (b) misaligned (θ=30o) homogeneous 

graphene/graphene interface. The red dashed lines correspond to the average kinetic frictional-stress. (c) The average 

kinetic frictional-stress calculated in the homogeneous junction as a function of the misalignment θ. The simulations were 

performed using uniform stage/graphene spring constants of 𝐾∥ 11 meV Å⁄  and a driving velocity of v 10 m s⁄ . 

The damping coefficients are chosen as η 4.425 ps  and η η 0.029 ps . 

 

7. Effects of Thermal Fluctuations on the Simulation Results 

In the main text, we reported results obtained from simulations conducted at zero temperature, 

T 0 K. To study the effects of thermal fluctuations on the calculated frictional properties we have 

repeated the calculations at finite temperature adopting a standard Langevin approach for the same 

model including a graphene layer sliding over a rigid h-BN substrate. The equations of motions of all 

carbon atoms within the slider are given by: 

m r ∇ V V 𝐾∥ r∥, r∥, ζ R t m η v , 𝜶
, ,

, 

where R t  is a delta-correlated stationary Gaussian process, namely 〈R t 〉 0, and 〈R t R t′ 〉

δ t t′ . The coefficients 𝜁 2m 𝜂 k T satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. 

The frictional stress is computed adopting the following protocol. First, we equilibrated the 

graphene layer connected by springs to the rigid support, at rest. The latter was then set into motion 

at constant velocity for a total duration of 10 ns. We discarded the initial transient and computed the 

average frictional stress obtained at steady state. We studied two misfit angles of θ 0  and θ ≃ 30 , 

and two temperatures, T 10 and 300 K. All other simulation parameters were the same as those 

used for performing the simulations at T 0 K. 
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Figure S12: Trajectories from the sliding friction simulations of the heterogeneous graphene/h-BN interface performed 

at finite temperature. Panels (a) and (b) report the instantaneous temperature measured during sliding of the aligned (black 

curves) and thirty degrees rotated (red curves) interfaces, during simulations performed at finite temperatures of 10 and 

300 𝐾, respectively. The blue dashed line is the temperature of the applied Langevin thermostat. Panels (c) and (d) report 

the corresponding friction traces. 

Figures S12a,b show the graphene layer's instantaneous temperature, calculated from the kinetic 

energy per atom 𝜀  as 𝑇 2𝜀 /3𝑘 , along the sliding trajectories of the aligned and rotated 

interfaces, at a thermostat temperature of 10 and 300 K, respectively. The instantaneous temperatures 

(full black and red lines) fluctuate around the thermostat temperature (dashed blue line) indicating 

the validity of the used procedure. Figures S12c,d report the corresponding steady-state friction trace. 

At low temperature 10 K  the fluctuations are relatively small and the friction trace of the aligned 

contact shows an oscillatory behavior with period of ~2.4 𝑝𝑠, which translates to a displacement of 
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∆𝑥 ≃ 2.4 Å 𝑎  of the moving stage, corresponding to the lattice spacing of the substrate (see 

full black line in Fig. S12c). At 300 K, thermal fluctuations mask this periodic behavior (see full black 

line in Fig. S12d). Notably, despite the increase in the force fluctuations with increasing bath 

temperature we observe only a mild increase in the average frictional stress, as shown in Fig. S13a 

accompanied by a mild increase of the overall frictional orientational anisotropy as reported in Fig. 

S13b. 

 

Figure S13: Temperature dependence of the frictional stress in the heterogeneous graphene/h-BN interface. Panel (a) 

shows the average frictional stress as a function of temperature in the aligned (solid black curve) and thirty degrees rotated 

(dashed red curve) heterojunction. Panel (b) reports the corresponding frictional anisotropy, calculated at each temperature 

as the ratio between the average frictional stresses measured at θ 0⁰ and θ ≃ 30⁰. Error bars related to the thermal 

averaging are typically smaller than the mark size. 

 

The weak temperature dependence of the frictional anisotropy originates from the robustness of 

the structural properties of the moiré pattern at the incommensurate contact. We quantify this 

observation by computing the global registry index (GRI )16 at different temperatures. The GRI 

quantifies the degree of interfacial commensuration via a single number attaining values between zero 

and one, where GRI 0 corresponds to a commensurate interface in the energetically most favorable 

stacking-mode, and GRI 1  corresponds to a commensurate interface in the energetically most 

unfavorable stacking-mode. In the incommensurate case under study, all stacking modes are present 
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within the moiré superstructure, so that the GRI is expected to be very close to its average value of 

0.5 . Relaxation effects reduce this value as the contacting crystals minimize the energy by 

maximizing the regions of optimal stacking. At 𝜃 0⁰ we measured 𝐺𝑅𝐼~0.47, which amounts to a 

~6 % reduction with respect to 𝐺𝑅𝐼 0.5, measured in the unrelaxed configuration. This reduction 

was found to be independent on temperature, clearly indicating that thermal fluctuations, which occur 

mostly in the vertical direction, do not wash out the overall interfacial matching. Further evidences 

are provided by the animations (see online Supplementary Information) showing the time evolution 

of the local registry patterns17 and the out-of-plane displacements of the carbon atoms under sliding 

at various bath temperatures. 

To conclude, we note that it would be more physically sound to consider a thick dynamic substrate 

and apply the thermostat to a finite portion of the substrate far from the interface to minimize its 

explicit effects on the dynamics of interest. This approach, however, considerably increases the 

computational burden making it essentially impractical for realistic model systems.18We note, 

however, that the fact that the result obtained at finite temperature only slightly differ from those 

obtained at 0 K suggests that the overall effect of thermal fluctuations is quite small and therefore the 

exact details of the application of the thermostat are of minor importance. 

 

8. Effects of Substrate Thickness 

In the main text, we reported results obtained using a minimal model of the interface, consisting 

of one mobile graphene layer sliding over a single rigid h-BN layer. To study the validity of this 

minimal model we performed more elaborate test simulations including thicker substrate models of 

up to five mobile h-BN layers supported by a fixed planar h-BN layer. The interlayer interactions 

between graphene and all the h-BN layers were computed using the heterogeneous graphene/h-BN 

interlayer potential,19 while the interlayer interactions between different h-BN layers were computed 

adopting the homogeneous h-BN interlayer potential.20 The intra-layer interactions within each h-BN 

monolayer were computed via the Tersoff potential as parameterized in Ref.21.The intra-layer 

interactions within each graphene monolayer were computed using the REBO potential14. We 

considered three misfit angles of θ 0 , ~ 4⁰ and  ~24⁰, and constructed super-cells adopting the 

parameters reported in Table 1 of the Methods section of the main text. We notice here that the 

equilibrium boron-nitrogen bond-length distance of the intra-layer potential, BN ≃ 1.44 Å , 
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differs by ∆ ≃ 0.02 Å from that of the commensurate super-cells, BN ≃ 1.42 Å. In order to 

avoid any residual stress, we implemented a rigid shift of all distances in the Tersoff potential, which 

allowed us to tune the equilibrium lattice spacing to the desired value (see Fig. S14a). We checked 

that the elastic properties of h-BN remained unchanged by comparing the phonon dispersion curves 

computed with our “shifted” potential, to those obtained adopting the original version (see Fig. S14b).  

During the simulations, all h-BN layers were included in the dynamics, with the exception of the 

bottommost one, which was held fixed in the optimal planar crystalline configuration. For each 

thickness and misalignment, we first performed a geometry optimization. The final configurations 

were then used as starting points for the sliding friction simulations. These were done at zero 

temperature, T 0 K, following the protocol outlined in Method section of the main text. Damping 

forces were applied to all mobile atoms in the system. If not otherwise specified, all simulation 

parameters are the same as those reported in the Methods section of the main text. 

 

Figure S14: Implementation and test of the shifted Tersoff potential for the intra-layer interactions within a thick h-BN 

mobile substrate. Panel (a) shows the total energy curves as a function of the boron-nitrogen bond-length obtained with 

the original Tersoff potential of Ref.21 (solid black curve) and after the implementation of a shift by ∆ 0.02 Å of all the 

distances (green dotted-dashed curve). The overall result is a rigid shift that leaves the curvature unaffected. Panel (b) is 

a comparison between the phonon dispersion curves calculated with the two versions of the intra-layer potential, along 

the path in the Brillouin zone schematically reported in the inset. The differences are negligibly small, indicating that the 

implemented rigid shift does not affect the description of the intra-layer elastic properties of h-BN provided by the 

originally parameterized Tersoff potential. 
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Figure S15a reports the magnitude of the vertical out-of-plane distortions of the graphene layer 

∆z max z min z  as a function of the misfit angle θ for different substrate thicknesses. At 

small misfit angles θ ≲ 10⁰ , increasing the substrate thickness is accompanied by an increase of 

the graphene layer corrugation. Specifically, at θ 0⁰ , ∆z  changes from ~0.21 Å  in the rigid 

substrate model to ~0.38 Å in the largest model considered including five mobile substrate layers. 

We note here that the latter, though not necessarily converged, matches the experimentally observed 

corrugation of an aligned graphene monolayer over h-BN,22 indicating that this model is sufficient in 

order to get a quantitative description of the static properties of the interface. At larger angles, θ

10⁰,  no significant changes are observed. The same picture applies to the distortions induced within 

each mobile substrate layer. This is shown in Fig. S15b, where we report ∆z measured in each layer 

of the thickest model of the heterojunction at misfit angles of θ 0⁰ and ~24⁰. In the latter case, 

very small deformations ∆z ≃ 0.01 Å   are observed only within the two contacting layers of 

graphene and h-BN. 

To investigate the contribution of the different layers to the frictional energy dissipation we plot in 

Fig. S15c the frictional power dissipated in each layer of the thickest model including five mobile h-

BN layers at the aligned and θ ≃ 24⁰ rotated interfaces. In both cases dissipation is peaked in the 

contact region decaying rapidly away from the interface. The frictional power is found to decrease by 

one order of magnitude when going from the aligned to the misaligned junction, where graphene 

slides keeping a flat configuration that does not perturb much the underlying substrate. 
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Figure S15: h-BN substrate thickness effects on the corrugation and frictional power of the heterogeneous graphene/h-

BN interface. Panel (a) reports the magnitude of the out-of-plane distortions of graphene as a function of the misfit angle, 

θ, after relaxation over h-BN substrates of different thicknesses including up to five mobile layers. Panel (b) reports the 

magnitude of the out-of-plane distortions of each layer in the thickest models considered for the aligned and θ ≃ 24⁰ 

rotated interfaces. On the x axis, the label G indicates the graphene layer, while the labels BN indicate each h-BN layer. 

Panel (c) reports the corresponding frictional power dissipated under sliding. 

 

Finally, Fig. S16a shows the average frictional stress as a function of misfit angle, θ, for increasing 

substrate thickness. As expected from the analysis of the surface corrugation and frictional power 

reported above, while at large misfit angles all the models give quantitatively similar results, for θ ≲

10⁰, friction is found to increase by a factor of ~4, when going from the minimal model to the thickest 

mobile substrate considered. This leads to an increase of the frictional anisotropy from ~4-fold to 

~13-fold. We note, however, that in our simulations the value of the frictional anisotropy is controlled 

by the ratio η /η ,  between the out-of-plane and in-plane damping coefficients, the values of which 

have been roughly estimated based on atomic adsorption considerations (see Section 2.3 in Methods 

section of the main text). For example, by choosing a value of η /η , 45, threefold smaller than 

the one adopted in the main text η /η , ~150 , we reproduce the ~4-fold anisotropy observed in 

the experiments also in the thicker h-BN model with three mobile layers (see Fig. S16b). 
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Figure S16: h-BN substrate thickness effects on the frictional stress of the heterogeneous graphene/h-BN interface. Panel 

(a) reports the average frictional stress as a function of the interfacial misfit angle, θ , measured for heterogeneous 

junctions including up to five mobile h-BN layers. Panel (b) reports the average frictional stress as a function of the 

interfacial misfit angle, θ, measured for a heterojunction model with 3 mobile h-BN layers adopting damping coefficients 

of η 0.45 ps   and η η 0.01 ps  , which yield the experimental ~4 -fold frictional anisotropy. Numbers 

reported in round brackets in the captions correspond to the overall frictional anisotropy, calculated as the ratio between 

the frictional stresses measured at θ 0⁰ and ~24⁰. 

 

To summarize this section, we find that upon inclusion of a mobile substrate the equilibrium relaxed 

structures reduce the overall system energy by increasing the interfacial adhesion. This is 

accompanied by an increase in the magnitude of the out-of-plane distortions of the interfacing 

graphene and h-BN layer. Correspondingly, the frictional stress under sliding is enhanced in 

comparison with the minimal model, mostly due to the corrugation of the heterojunction with minor 

contributions from frictional dissipation within the substrate itself. Importantly, these effects were 

found to be significant only at small misfit angles θ ≲ 10⁰, becoming negligible at larger interfacial 

misalignments. Consequently, for a chosen set of damping coefficients 𝜂 , 𝜂 ,  the overall frictional 

anisotropy is found to increase. Nevertheless, given our crude estimation of the damping coefficient 

one can readily find alternative physically viable values for these parameters, whose ratio will 

reproduce the experimentally measured frictional anisotropy. Therefore, while the inclusion of a 

mobile substrate provides a more realistic description of the system under study, the frictional 
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anisotropy is found to ultimately originate from the structural properties of the moiré superstructure 

of the heterogeneous interface. Since these features are well captured by the minimal model adopted 

in the main text, we conclude that it is sufficient to provide a consistent qualitative tribological 

description of the system. 

 

9. Description of the moiré Superstructure 

Figure S17 shows the relaxed structure of graphene over a rigid h-BN substrate, at various misfit 

angles, θ. A moiré pattern appears consisting of a periodic sequence of domains, where graphene 

stretches to adapt to the lattice constant of h-BN, separated by regions where in-plane compressive 

strain is accumulated (see top panels of Fig. S17). The relatively small bending rigidity of graphene 

allows for the partial relaxation of such compressive strain via the formation of elevated ridges, which 

reduce the total energy by converting energetically costly in-plane compressions into cheaper local 

out-of-plane distortions (see middle panels in Fig. S17). The bottom panels of Fig. S17 show the false 

color maps of the local registry index,17 demonstrating how the stretched regions correspond to local 

realizations of the optimal C stacking-mode, that gradually turn into local realizations of the 

energetically more unfavorable A and A' stacking-modes at the elevated ridges regions. 

Geometrically, the moiré superstructure can be described as a triangular lattice of periodicity 

𝜆 ́ , and angular orientation 𝜓, relative to the crystalline directions of the h-BN substrate. Both 

𝜆 ́  and 𝜓 are determined by the interface lattice mismatch, 𝜌 𝑎 /𝑎 , and misfit angle, θ. 

In particular, the moiré periodicity is given by23 𝜆 ́ 𝑎 / 1 𝜌 2𝜌 cos 𝜃 , while 𝜓  

satisfies cos θ 𝜌 sin 𝜓 cos 𝜓 1 𝜌 cos θ. As θ increases from zero to thirty degrees, the 

moiré periodicity rapidly shrinks and the superstructure rotates away from 𝜓 0°. At the same time 

both the in-plane and out-of-plane distortions of graphene, which are the largest for the aligned 

contact, rapidly vanish (see Fig. S17), in agreement with the trend observed experimentally.24 Due to 

the relatively weak interlayer interactions, the same qualitative picture should also apply to the 

interface formed between bulk graphite and bulk h-BN. Indeed, this has been verified by performing 

geometry optimizations of multilayer graphite relaxed atop a multilayer h-BN substrate. 
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Figure S17: Moiré superstructure obtained for the heterogeneous graphene/h-BN interface at different misfit angles, 

θ. Panels in columns (a),(b),(c),(d) show the moiré super-structures obtained for graphene relaxed over a rigid h-BN layer 

at misfit angles of θ 0 , ~4 , ~8 , and ~24⁰, respectively. The color maps are obtained by plotting the equilibrium 

𝑥, 𝑦  positions of the carbon atoms in the relaxed graphene layer, colored according to the local average carbon-carbon 

(intra-layer) distance (top panels, presented in units of the equilibrium carbon-carbon distance of the isolated graphene 

layer), and the local (inter-layer) distance from the substrate (middle panels, in Å). The bottom panels show the local 

registry index,17 where bright yellow corresponds to local realizations of the optimal C stacking-mode, whereas darker 

tones indicate the energetically less favorable A’ (red/violet), and the least favorable A (black) stacking-modes. Several 

high symmetry stacking modes are schematically represented at the bottom of the figure. 

 

10. Convergence of the Simulation Results with respect to Super-cell Size 

The characteristic length scale of the heterogeneous contacts considered in this work is set by the 

periodicity, λ ́  , of the moiré superstructure (see section S9 above). The size of the simulated 

super-cell should be sufficiently large with respect to λ ́  in order for the calculated static and 
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dynamic frictional properties of the interface to be converged. While this condition is generally 

satisfied at misalignment angles 𝜃 ≳ 4⁰, thanks to the rapidly decreasing value of 𝜆 ́ θ , that is 

not true in the super-cells adopted at small values of θ~0  , where, moreover, the graphene 

equilibrium distortions are the largest (see Fig. S17). To check for finite size effects we therefore 

focus on the aligned geometry, θ 0⁰, for which λ ́ ~136 Å  is the largest, and we performed 

tests adopting two different supercells of increasing size 𝐿 ≃ 136 Å ~ 𝜆 ́   and ≃

269 Å ~ 2𝜆 ́ , accommodating one and four moiré primitive cells, respectively. Both super-cells 

consist of one rigid h-BN substrate layer and one mobile graphene layer. The total number of carbon 

atoms in the cells are 6,272 and 24,642, respectively. We compare the surface corrugation (defined 

as the maximal amplitude of vertical carbon atoms displacements in the relaxed structure) and the 

calculated kinetic frictional stress under sliding at constant velocity of 10 m/s, and zero temperature 

(T 0K). The surface corrugations obtained were 0.20604 and 0.20648 Å for the smaller and larger 

super-cells, respectively. The corresponding kinetic frictional stresses obtained were 0.687786 and 

0.686650 MPa. These minor deviations (~ 0.2%) found for both properties indicate that finite size 

effects are sufficiently small in all the adopted simulation super-cells. 

 

11. Comparison of the Graphene/h-BN Interlayer Potential and the Modified Kolmogorov-
Crespi Potential 

In the present study, we use our recently developed graphene/h-BN interlayer potential (ILP)19 to 

describe the interlayer interactions between the h-BN substrate and the graphene slider. Recent related 

simulations used a modified Kolmogorov-Crespi (KC) potential,15 parameterized to capture 

empirically observed out-of-plane corrugation in this system, to study the occurrence of a Novaco-

McTague equilibrium misalignment angle.25, 26 Since the graphene/h-BN ILP was carefully 

parameterized against state-of-the-art first-principle reference data, we believe that it provides a 

quantitative understanding of the experimentally observed frictional-stress anisotropy. To compare 

the performance of the two methods we plot in Fig. S18 the binding energy calculated for two 

different stacking modes of a stretched graphene/h-BN bilayer, where the lattice vectors of the two 

layers are taken to be identical (2.48 Å in length): (a) The A stacking mode, corresponding to the 

energetically least favored configuration, and (b) the C stacking mode, corresponding to the 

energetically most favorable configuration. The graphene/h-BN ILP nicely reproduces the reference 
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data from many-body dispersion augmented density functional theory (DFT+MBD) calculations for 

both stacking modes considered, with deviations smaller than 1 meV/atom and 0.02 Å for the binding 

energies and the equilibrium distances, respectively.19, 27, 28, 29 The modified KC potential 

underestimates the binding energy by 3.5 meV/atom and overestimates the equilibrium distance by 

0.10 Å, at the A stacking mode, whilst overestimating the binding energy by 3.2 meV/atom and 

underestimating the equilibrium distance by 0.14 Å, in the case of C stacking mode. In turn, these 

differences significantly affect the energetics and the geometrical properties of the infinite 

incommensurate contact. 

 

Figure S18: Comparison between the binding energies of the stretched graphene/h-BN bilayer calculated using the ILP19 

(black lines) and the modified KC potential 15 (red lines) at the (a) least energetically favorable and (b) optimal stacking 

modes (see insets). Green open squares represent the reference data obtained using the DFT+MBD approach.19, 27, 28, 29 

Reference energies were taken as the sum of individual layer contributions. 

 

To further demonstrate the quantitative differences between the results obtained by the two force-

fields we present in Fig. S19 the angular dependence of the adhesion energy and out-of-plane 

corrugation for the heterogeneous junctions studied in the present work. Notably, the graphene/h-BN 

ILP predicts overall larger adhesion energies with a ~5-fold smaller orientational anisotropy. 

Furthermore, the out-of-plane corrugation of the graphene layer obtained by the modified KC 

potential is consistently larger than that obtained by the graphene/h-BN ILP with differences of more 

than a factor 2 for the aligned case. 
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Figure S19: Comparison between the orientational dependence of the adhesion energies (panels (a) and (b)) and out-of-

plane atomic corrugation (panel (c)) of graphene relaxed over a rigid h-BN layer calculated using the graphene/h-BN 

ILP19 (black lines) and the modified KC potential (red lines).15 Adhesion energies have been computed by subtracting the 

energy of isolated pristine graphene and h-BN layers from the total energy of the relaxed heterogeneous bilayer. 

 

12. Parameters Used to Construct the Various Heterogeneous and Homogeneous 
Commensurate Super-Cells Discussed in the Main Text 

 

Table S1: Parameters used to construct the simulated commensurate super-cells for the twisted 

heterogeneous graphene/h-BN junctions. The total number of atoms in each super-cell (N  ) is 

reported in the last column. 

n  n  m  m  θ⁰ ρ a  Å  N  

56 0 55 0 0 1.01818182 2.46508 12,322

26 41 21 44 4.18118152 1.01831159 2.46539 13,448

39 28 30 36 8.41931407 1.01830019 2.46537 13,346

32 45 15 57 13.04558814 1.01831235 2.46540 17,636

45 32 15 57 24.18019252 1.01831235 2.46540 17,636

61 56 3 98 29.91764859 1.01830427 2.46538 40,360
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Table S2: Parameters used to construct the simulated commensurate super-cells for the twisted 

homogeneous graphene junctions. The total number of atoms in each super-cell (N ) is reported in 

the last column. 

n  n  m  m  θ⁰ N  

56 0 56 0 0 12,544 

34 33 33 34 0.98743030 17,908 

9 8 8 9 3.89023817 868 

24 20 20 24 6.00898320 5,824 

28 20 20 28 10.99273309 6,976 

8 5 5 8 15.17817894 516 

17 9 9 17 20.14658395 2,092 

9 4 4 9 25.03965959 532 

32 12 12 32 29.40931140 6,208 
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